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DAY 1 ARRIVAL ROME  

Meet and greet upon arrival and proceed directly to your hotel for check in by 1400hrs. Then enjoy your 48-hour ticket Rome 
Hop on Hop off Tour. Complete your Roman holiday with a hop on and hop off tour of the Italian capital. See the city's best 
sights including the Pantheon, Michelangelo's Piazza del Campidoglio, the Guardsmen of Vatican City and the Olympic 
Stadium. Overnight in Rome. 

DAY 2 ROME – FLORENCE (B) 

 Breakfast at hotel. Continue with Rome Hop On Hop Off Tour. After the tour ends, then make your own way back to your 

hotel. In the afternoon around 2pm, there is a departure transfer to a Railway Station to connect your train to Florence. Meet 
upon arrival and transfer to your hotel. The rest of the day you are free to enjoy Florence. Overnight in Florence. 

DAY 3 FLORENCE – VENICE (B)  

Breakfast at hotel. Today experience the Hop on Hop off Tour of Florence. See the magnificent Italian city of Florence from 
the top of a red open top double-decker bus. With numerous stops conveniently located along the route, you can hop on and 
off at your leisure. With frequent tours on Line A and 3 tours a day on Line B, all with the same ticket which is valid for 24 
hours, this hop on hop off tour really is the best way to see the city. The city lies on the River Arno and is known for its 
history and its significance in the middle Ages and the Renaissance especially for its art and architecture. Florence's 
museums, churches, and palaces house some of the greatest artistic treasures in the world. In the afternoon, departure 
transfer to Florence Railway Station to connect your train to Venice St Lucia Station. Arrive in Venice and you will be 
transferred to your hotel. Overnight in Venice. 

DAY 4 VENICE (B)  

Breakfast at hotel. In the morning make your own way to the Tourist Information Office. Join a Venice Walking Tour and St 
Mark’s Square Highlights Tour. We will explore Piazza San Marco and discover its origins, as well as the history and 
description of the main monuments: Basilica San Marco, Palazzo Ducale, Bell Tower, Clock Tower and Procuratie. We will 
hear anecdotes about the history of Santa Maria Formosa and many stories about this wonderful and characteristic square. 
We will visit Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo, the "Pantheon" of Venice, the Great School of Charity, the Captains of Fortune and 
Marco Polo's house. We will pass by the Malibran Theatre as the past and recent history cross each other in this beautiful 
corner of Venice. At the end of the tour, we will return to San Marco through the Mercerie, a vital connection between Rialto 
and San Marco, and head to the main street for some shopping. The rest of the afternoon you are free to explore Venice. 
Overnight in Venice. 

DAY 5 VENICE – MILAN (B)  

Breakfast at hotel. There will be a departure transfer to the train station to connect train to Milan. Arrive and transfer to your 
hotel by afternoon. Check into hotel by 1400hrs. Later make your own way to the starting point of the Hop on Hop off Milan 
Tour and enjoy three routes with one ticket! Hop on and off the city of Milan onboard panoramic open top double decker red 
buses that offers you the opportunity to discover this busy and attractive city from a preferential point of view. Overnight in 
Milan. 

DAY 6 MILAN – ROME (B)  

Breakfast at hotel. Today in the morning, continue with your Hop on Hop off Milan Tour. Later, there is a departure transfer 
in the afternoon to the train station. Train travel to Rome. Arrival transfer to your hotel and overnight in Rome. 

DAY 7 ROME – DEPARTURE (B) 

 Breakfast at hotel. Day free at leisure until departure transfer to airport. 

7DAYS 6NIGHTS SOLELY ITALY 
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HOTEL USED ADT 

SINGLE 

ADT TWN CHD 

W/BED 

CHD NO 

BED 

3*  Rome : Hotel Edera 

     Florence : Firenze 

     Venice : Hotel Venezia 

     Milan : Ideal Hotel Milano Centrale 

7974 6617 4963 3309 

4*   Rome : Hotel Grand Palatino 

       Florence : NH Firenze 

       Venice : NH Laguna Palace 

      Milan : NH Milano Grand Hotel Verdi 

9860 7629 5722 3815 

Includes 

 06 nights’ accommodation 

based on selected hotel 

with daily breakfast 

 Meet & greet at airport 

 Return private airport and 

/ or train transfer 

 SIC/Hop On Hop Off Tour 

 Train tickets (2nd class) 

1. Rome – Florence 

2. Florence – Venice 

3. Venice – Milan 

4. Milan - Rome 

 Parking fees, road tolls, 

VAT and city taxes 

 

Excludes 

 International air tickets 

and airport taxes 

 Transfer to/from hotel or 

meeting point for Ho On 

Hop Off Tour 

 Driver & guide tips 

 Personal expenses at hotel 

 Travel Insurance 

 Early check in or check out 
 Porterage 

 
Min 2 To Go 
Validity till October 2016 
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